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Phase-space distributions are widely applied in quantum optics to access the nonclassical features
of radiations fields. In particular, the inability to interpret the Glauber-Sudarshan distribution in
terms of a classical probability density is the fundamental benchmark for quantum light. However,
this phase-space distribution cannot be directly reconstructed for arbitrary states, because of its
singular behavior. In this work, we perform a characterization of the Glauber-Sudarshan represen-
tation in terms of distribution theory. We address important features of such distributions: (i) the
maximal degree of their singularities is studied, (ii) the ambiguity of representation is shown, and
(iii) their dual space for nonclassicality tests is specified. In this view, we reconsider the methods
for regularizing the Glauber-Sudarshan distribution for verifying its nonclassicality. This treatment
is supported with comprehensive examples and counterexamples.
PACS numbers: 42.50.-p, 03.65.Db, 03.70.+k
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the theoretical explanation of the photoelectric
effect [1], quantum optics has developed into a main field
of modern physics. A major focus is on the theoretical
description of quantized radiation fields and the char-
acterization of genuine quantum effects [2]. Nowadays,
quantum light is applied, for example, to perform secure
communication protocols [3].
A fundamental feature of the quantum optical descrip-
tion of light is the representation in phase space. Em-
ploying such a representation, a single-mode light field
can be characterized and evolves formally in the same
same way as a classical harmonic oscillator. Such a semi-
classical approach connects a quantum state, given by
a density operator ρˆ, with a corresponding phase-space
distribution. Prominent examples are the Wigner distri-
bution [4], the Husimi distribution [5], and the Glauber-
Sudarshan (GS) or P distribution [6, 7], which yields a
diagonal expansion in terms of coherent states |α〉:
ρˆ =
∫
d2αP (α)|α〉〈α|. (1)
The GS distribution even defines the notion of nonclas-
sicality [8, 9]. Namely, for nonclassical states, it cannot
be interpreted in terms of a classical probability, which
refers to as a quasiprobability distribution. Such distri-
butions can have negative contributions in two forms. If
the GS distribution is regular, i.e., a continuous function,
the negativities can be directly observed: P (α) < 0 for
some α. If the P distribution is singular, we have nega-
tivities in the sense of distributions, which will be studied
in this work.
In general, there exist a number of techniques to recon-
struct phase-space distributions; see [10, 11] for reviews.
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However, the GS function is, in general, not accessible be-
cause of its singularities. Therefore, some regularization
methods have been proposed [12, 13]. Among others, the
s-parametrized quasiprobabilities [14] have been mostly
reconstructed in experiments. However, due to convolu-
tion, some of the nonclassical effects cannot be detected
with such phase-space functions; see, e.g., [15]. For ex-
ample, the Wigner function (s = 0) has the properties of
a classical probability density for squeezed states and the
Husimi function (s = −1) is a classical probability distri-
bution for any state. To overcome this deficiency, non-
Gaussian filter methods have been proposed [13], which
regularize the P distribution for any state and exhibit
negativities for any nonclassical state [16]. Applying this
approach in experiments, one can even directly uncover
the nonclassicality of squeezed states [17, 18].
In contrast to the above attempts to regularize the
singularities of the GS distribution, one can alternatively
study its Fourier transform. This so-called characteristic
function is regular for any state and it can be directly
sampled in experiments [19–21]. Moreover, a hierarchy
of necessary and sufficient nonclassicality conditions has
been proposed on this basis [22, 23]. Similarly to non-
classicality tests in terms of moments, e.g., in [24, 25],
the characteristic function allows one a full characteri-
zation of the nonclassicality of a quantum state of light.
Recently, the moment-based and characteristic function
nonclassicality conditions were even unified [26].
The GS distribution has been further generalized in
Ref. [27] to capture time-dependent quantum effects.
Moreover, it inspired the introduction of optimized en-
tanglement quasiprobabilities that are negative if and
only if the a state is entangled [28, 29]. In this context, it
is also worth mentioning that an entangled state of light
requires a nonclassical GS distribution. Additionally, the
regularization of single-mode quasiprobabilities has been
extended to multipartite systems to verify quantum cor-
relations beyond entanglement [30, 31].
In this paper, the singularities of the GS distribution
are characterized. Applying the technique of Sudarshan,
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2it is demonstrated that the representation of the P distri-
bution is not unique. Using the characteristic function,
the singularities of the GS distribution are bounded and a
maximally singular GS distribution is established. This
exponential function of second-order derivatives of the
Dirac δ distribution is shown to present, in some sense,
a strict bound to the irregularities for all quantum states
of light. Based on this finding, the regularization and
the dual space of the GS distributions are considered.
A number of examples are given. Thus, these rigorous
and analytical studies give a deeper insight into the GS
quasiprobability and the related characterization of non-
classical states in optical systems.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we ex-
pand P distributions in terms of singular distributions
and identify the maximally singular distribution in this
class. An extended discussion and examples are given
in Sec. III. Section IV visualizes different singular phase-
space distributions in terms of regular functions. Non-
classicality criteria and the underlying test functions are
considered in Sec. V. A summary and conclusions are
given in Sec. VI.
II. GLAUBER-SUDARSHAN DISTRIBUTIONS
The question of nonclassicality has been completely
solved for pure states [32, 33]. The classical and pure
states are exclusively coherent ones [34],
|α〉 = Dˆ(α)|vac〉 = e−|α|2/2eαaˆ† |vac〉. (2)
Here, Dˆ(α) = exp(αaˆ† − α∗aˆ) is the displacement oper-
ator, aˆ (aˆ†) is the annihilation (creation) operator, and
|vac〉 denotes the vacuum state.
For mixed states, the question of weather or not a sys-
tem is classical is a more involved problem, due to the
singularities of the GS distribution. An example of a
nonclassical and singular GS distribution is
P (α) = (1 + η∂α∂α∗) δ(α), (3)
which describes a single-photon state that is mixed (0 <
η ≤ 1) with vacuum [19]. This P distribution is clearly
highly singular due to the second-order derivative of the
Dirac δ distribution. For regular (smooth) GS functions,
the nonclassicality can be directly visualized. For in-
stance, the following P distribution is negative for α = 0
(for any n¯ > 0):
P (α) =
1
pin¯3
[
(n¯+ 1)|α|2 − n¯] exp(−|α|2
n¯
)
. (4)
It represents a so-called single-photon-added thermal
state [35], i.e., a single photon on a thermal background,
whose phase-space P distribution has been experimen-
tally reconstructed [36]. These examples justify that a
rigorous analysis of the singularities of the GS distribu-
tions is indispensable for a profound understanding of the
nonclassical features of mixed quantum states of light.
A. Quantum state representations
Apart from those particular examples and to charac-
terize the distribution of general quantum states, let us
study the Fourier transform of the GS distribution
Φ(β) = 〈:Dˆ(β):〉 =
∫
d2αP (α)eβα
∗−β∗α, (5)
which is referred to as characteristic function and
where the normally ordered displacement operator reads
:Dˆ(β): = exp(βaˆ†) exp(−βaˆ). The inverse Fourier trans-
form is
P (α) =
1
pi2
∫
d2β Φ(β)eβ
∗α−βα∗ . (6)
Any quantum state ρˆ may be also described by its density
operator in the Fock basis
ρˆ =
∞∑
m,n=0
ρm,n|m〉〈n|. (7)
In the first step, the distributions that describe the basis
elements |m〉〈n| will be considered. Rigorously speaking,
we adopt the approach of Sudarshan [6], who showed that
for any quantum state the representation (1) exists, in
Fourier space. Note that this work is restricted to single-
mode considerations only. However, a generalization to
multimode scenarios is straightforward.
The characteristic function (5) of |m〉〈n| reads
Φm,n(β) =〈n|:Dˆ(β):|m〉
=
min{m,n}∑
k=0
√
m!n!βn−k(−β∗)m−k
k!(m− k)!(n− k) .
(8)
Applying the inverse transformation, one gets the corre-
sponding P distribution as
Pm,n(α) =
min{m,n}∑
k=0
√
m!n!(−1)m+n
k!(m− k)!(n− k)!∂
m−k
α ∂
n−k
α∗ δ(α).
(9)
Thus, we can formally write for any Fock basis element
|m〉〈n| = ∫ d2αPm,n(α)|α〉〈α|. Using the Fock expan-
sion (7) of ρˆ, we obtain the P function in the form
P (α) =
∞∑
m,n=0
ρm,nPm,n(α). (10)
We will discuss this decomposition in detail later on.
B. Maximally singular distribution
The unitary displacement and the normally or-
dered displacement operators are related via the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula :Dˆ(β): = exp(|β|2/2)Dˆ(β).
3As the modulus of any unitary operator is bounded by
one, one finds with the above relation for the character-
istic function [22]
|Φ(β)| ≤ e−|β|2/2. (11)
Let us also emphasize that it has been shown in [22]
that for all classical states |Φ(β)| ≤ 1 holds. More-
over, one should recall that the asymptotic behavior in
Fourier space is closely related to the regularity in the
original space. That is, in terms of Sobolev’s lemma [37],
if |β|2rΦ(β) is an integrable function, ∫ d2β |β|2r|Φ(β)| <
∞, then ∂rα∂rα∗P (α) is continuous.
Conversely, the maximal increase in inequality (11)
bounds the maximal singularity of the GS distribution.
As the phase arg Φ(β) does not affect this bound, one
may write the characteristic function of the worst-case
distribution as
Φmax(β) = exp
( |β|2
2
)
. (12)
Applying the inverse Fourier transform, the correspond-
ing P distribution is consequently
Pmax(α) = exp
(
−1
2
∂α∂α∗
)
δ(α). (13)
The discussion of this distribution will be done in the
following sections. In the rest of this work, we will refer
to a distribution that is at most as singular as Pmax(α)
as a GS distribution.
III. DISCUSSIONS AND EXAMPLES
Combining Eqs. (10) and (9), one directly observes
that any GS distribution, which describes a quantum
state, has the formal structure
P (α) (14)
=
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
m,n=k
ρm,n
√
m!n!(−1)m+n
k!(m− k)!(n− k)!∂
m−k
α ∂
n−k
α∗ δ(α).
Here let us already mention that the sum yields, in gen-
eral, an infinite order of derivatives of the Dirac δ dis-
tribution, which is substantially different from any finite
order, as we will observe in detail later on. In this section,
we will further characterize these types of distributions
properly. Examples will underline the features of GS dis-
tributions. In addition, some representations of Pmax are
also considered.
A. General comments
Let us study some properties of the elements Pm,n(α)
in Eq. (9) and their combinations in Eq. (14). The sym-
metry
Pm,n(α) = Pn,m(α)
∗ (15)
is a direct consequence of the relations (∂qα∂
r
α∗)
∗ = ∂qα∗∂
r
α
and δ(α) = δ(α)∗. The normalization reads∫
d2 αPm,n(α) = δm,n (16)
by using the integral
∫
d2α∂qα∂
r
α∗δ(α) = δq,0δr,0 and
with δm,n denoting the Kronecker symbol. Combin-
ing both results with the properties of the Fock ma-
trix elements ρm,n = ρ
∗
n,m and
∑∞
n=0 ρn,n = 1, we
find the well known facts that the P distribution in the
form (14) is real-valued (in the sense of distribution the-
ory), P (α) = P (α)∗, and normalized,
∫
d2αP (α) = 1 [6].
Moreover, each of the distributions Pm,n(α) has the
support of a single element. That is, Pm,n(α) = 0 for
all α 6= 0. This can be directly observed by applying a
sufficiently smooth test function F (α),∫
d2αF (α)Pm,n(α) (17)
=
min{m,n}∑
k=0
√
m!n!(−1)m+n
k!(m− k)!(n− k)!
[
∂m−kα ∂
n−k
α∗ F (α)
]
α=0
.
This expression solely depends on the local properties of
F (α) at the point α = 0. The general features of proper
test functions are further studied in Sec. V.
B. Fock representation of Pmax
The Fock representation of an operator µˆ that is given
by the distribution in Eq. (13) is
µˆ =
∫
d2αPmax(α)|α〉〈α| (18)
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1/2)m
m!
[
∂mα ∂
m
α∗e
−|α|2eαaˆ|vac〉〈vac|eα∗aˆ
]
α=0
=
∞∑
m=0
(
−1
2
)m m∑
k=0
m!
k!(m− k)! |k〉〈k|
where we applied the Leibniz rule (product rule for higher
derivatives) and used aˆ†r|vac〉 = √r!|r〉. This expression
for µˆ can be further simplified,
µˆ =
∞∑
k=0
(−1/2)k
k!
[ ∞∑
m=k
m!
(m− k)!γ
m−k
]
γ=−1/2
|k〉〈k|
=
∞∑
k=0
(−1/2)k
k!
[
∂kγ
1
1− γ
]
γ=−1/2
|k〉〈k|
=
∞∑
k=0
2(−1)k
3k+1
|k〉〈k|, (19)
with ∂kγ (1− γ)−1 = k!(1− γ)−1−k.
From this form of the operator µˆ, being the Fock repre-
sentation to the distribution Pmax with an infinite rank,
4we can see that µˆ is neither normalized, tr(µˆ) = 1/2, nor
a positive operator (negative eigenvalues for odd k val-
ues). Therefore, it does not represent a valid quantum
state. However, the operator
|µˆ| =
∞∑
k=0
2
3k+1
|k〉〈k| (20)
represents a valid quantum state, that is, a thermal state
with a mean thermal photon number n¯ = 1/2. It should
be stressed that the thermal state, which is defined in
Eq. (20), will be used for comparing different distribu-
tions later on.
C. s-Parametrized representation of Pmax
The characteristic functions of s-parametrized
quasiprobabilities Φ(β; s) and the one of the P distribu-
tion (s = 1) can be related [2],
Φ(β; s) = exp
(
−1− s
2
|β|2
)
Φ(β). (21)
Thus, we have for the maximal GS distribution an s-
parametrized characteristic function
Φmax(β; s) = exp
(s
2
|β|2
)
, (22)
and its Fourier transform
Pmax(α; s) = exp
(
−s
2
∂α∂α∗
)
δ(α). (23)
See also Appendix B for further details on exponential
operators of ∂α∂α∗ . In the form (23), it can be seen for
the Wigner representation (s = 0) that the maximally
singular Wigner distribution is a Dirac δ distribution
Wmax(α) = Pmax(α; 0) = δ(α). (24)
This supports the result that the Wigner function is reg-
ular for any quantum state, as Wmax of the maximally
singular distribution Pmax has “only” the singularity of
a Dirac δ distribution.
For any s < 0, it can be also observed that the Fourier
transform is not unique for general GS distributions.
Namely, we have Φmax(β; s) = exp(−|s||β|2/2) in this
case, which also has the inverse Fourier transform:
Pmax(α; s) =
2
pi|s| exp
(
−2|β|
2
|s|
)
for s < 0. (25)
In the following we discuss the relation between Eqs. (23)
and (25) on the basis of an example.
D. A singular and regular example
We may consider a thermal state described by the den-
sity matrix ρm,n = δm,n(n¯+1)
−1[n¯/(n¯+1)]m for a mean
thermal photon number n¯ > 0, i.e.,
ρˆ =
1
n¯+ 1
∞∑
m=0
(
n¯
n¯+ 1
)m
|m〉〈m|. (26)
Its characteristic function is Φ(β) = exp(−n¯|β|2). Insert-
ing the Fock expansion (26) into relation (14) yields
P (α) = exp (n¯∂α∂α∗) δ(α). (27)
In contrast, it was shown for thermal states that we have
a regular Gaussian P distribution [7]
P (α) =
1
pin¯
exp
(
−|α|
2
n¯
)
, (28)
similarly to the previous discussion of the s-parametrized
P representation for s < 0.
The mathematical interpretation of the ambiguity of
Eqs. (27) and (28) is simple. The same distributions can
be represented in different forms; see also [38]. However,
in many papers one can read statements similar to the
following: ‘A nonclassical state is described by a nega-
tive P function or a distribution which is more singular
than the Dirac δ distribution.’ Considering the example
of a classical thermal state at hand [Eq. (27)], one can see
that such a statement is incorrect. Having a closer look at
the original definition of nonclassicality, it is stated that
classical states are those “...fields which have a positive-
definite P (α)...” distribution [8]. That is, independently
of the representation, if a clearly non-negative P rep-
resentation exists [for example, in Eq. (28)], the state
is classical. Moreover, the definition relates to the dis-
tribution as a linear map on test functions f(α), e.g.,∫
d2αP (α)|f(α)|2 ≥ 0 for classical P (α), which is inde-
pendent of the representation of P (see also Sec. V).
Finally, let us make another remark. The confusion
with the singularities of the P distribution in the liter-
ature is due to the fact the general decomposition (14)
and those in Ref. [6] require a sum of all orders of deriva-
tives of the Dirac δ distribution, which are typically not
taken into account. In the case of finite distributions
ρm,n = 0 for m,n > nmax, we can apply the result in [22]
to see that, indeed, the corresponding states are necessar-
ily nonclassical if finite orders of derivatives of δ(α) are
involved. As the characteristic function Φ(β) in such a
finite case is a polynomial [cf. (9)], which is not constant,
it will necessarily exceed the classical limit for some large
β value, i.e., |Φ(β)| > 1.
E. A strict bound for physical P distributions
Previously, we have shown that the operator µˆ does
not represent a physical quantum state. Here, however,
it is shown that Pmax can be considered as a bound to
any quantum state. In particular, one can demonstrate
that the upper bound in Eq. (11) can be approached by
physical states for any direction in phase space.
5For this aim, we consider, up to a rotation and a dis-
placement in phase space, a general pure squeezed state
|ξ〉 = 1√
cosh ξ
exp
(
− tanh ξ
2
aˆ†2
)
|vac〉, (29)
which is characterized by the squeezing parameter ξ > 0.
Compared to the variance of the field fluctuations of the
vacuum state, this squeezed state has a noise reduction
(amplification) of a factor e−2ξ (e2ξ) in the squeezed (an-
tisqueezed) direction of phase space [2]. The character-
istic function of this squeezed state reads
Φ(β) = exp
(
− sinh2 ξ|β|2 − cosh ξ sinh ξ β
2 + β∗2
2
)
.
(30)
Choosing the particular direction β = i|β|, we have
Φ(i|β|) = exp
([
1− e−2ξ] 1
2
|β|2
)
. (31)
Thus, for ξ → ∞, we approach the rising behavior
of Φmax(i|β|) = exp(|β|2/2). A rotation in phase space,
aˆ 7→ aˆeiϕ, allows us to make the same statement for any
direction. However, this cannot be done for all direc-
tions simultaneously, as we have for our specific exam-
ple (30) in the direction β = |β| a decaying characteris-
tic function, which reads Φ(|β|) = exp(−[e2ξ − 1]|β|2/2).
Finally, we can conclude from the Fourier transform of
Eq. (30), see also [17] or Appendix B, that any direction
of Pmax in phase space can be considered as the limit-
ing distribution of an infinitively squeezed state in this
phase-space direction. This also relates to our earlier ob-
servation that the Wigner function of the maximal GS
distribution [Eq. (24)] is described by a Dirac δ distribu-
tion, which resembles a “state” with an infinite squeezing
in all phase-space directions.
F. Preliminary summary
In this section, the characterization of singular GS dis-
tributions has been performed. First, the state repre-
sentation in terms of a sum over all derivatives of the
Dirac δ distribution has been studied. We showed that
such a representation is ambiguous in the sense that a
regular and a highly singular distribution may describe
the same state. This was discussed on the basis of the
s-parametrized quasiprobabilities as well as the exam-
ple of a thermal state. Second, the features of the most
singular GS distributions Pmax have been considered. In
particular, the Fock expansion and the s parametrization
of such a distribution have been established. Based on
the example of a squeezed state, we showed that for any
direction in phase space, this maximally singular distri-
bution can be approached. Thus, it represents a strict
bound to the singularities of any P representation.
IV. REGULARIZED PHASE-SPACE
DISTRIBUTIONS
The approximation of a singular phase-space distribu-
tion with regular ones has always been a subject of many
investigations. For instance, it has been shown that any
P distribution can be retrieved in the limit of smooth [12]
or square integrable [39] functions. A general method to
access regular phase-space functions was formulated in
Ref. [13] and further specified in Ref. [16]. In the latter
approach, the regularization of P distributions is done
such that it can unconditionally uncover the nonclassi-
cality of light via regular, so-called, filtered quasiproba-
bilities. Moreover, it was shown that, for certain filter
functions, these filtered quasiprobabilities are not only
continuous, but also smooth functions [30].
Here we aim at applying this filter approach to char-
acterize the distribution Pmax. Therefore, we briefly re-
capitulate the approach in [16] with slightly different no-
tation. The filtered quasiprobability is the convolution
PΩ(α;w) =
∫
d2α0 P (α− α0)Ω(α0;w), (32)
where Ω(α;w) represents, for any parameter w > 0, a
sufficiently well-behaved positive-semi-definite probabil-
ity density that has a limit limw→∞Ω(α;w) = δ(α). It
was shown [16] that these requirements are fulfilled if
Ω(α;w) is the inverse Fourier transform of a function
Ω˜(β;w) =
Ω˜′(β/w)
Ω˜′(0)
, with (33)
Ω˜′(β) =
∫
d2β0 ω(β + β0)ω(β)
∗,
with a function ω(β) that decays sufficiently fast for
|β| → ∞. That is, Ω˜(β;w) has to suppresses the ris-
ing behavior of Φmax(β) in Eq. (11) for any w > 0 (see
also Sec. V).
In Fig. 1 we show cross sections (Imα = 0) of filtered
and regular distributions (32) for different states. The
applied filter has the form
Ω(α0;w) =
w2
pi2
[
sin(wReα0)
wReα0
]2 [
sin(wImα0)
wImα0
]2
, (34)
which results from a triangular function Ω˜′; see Ap-
pendix C for analytical results. Figure 1(a) represents
a vacuum state as a reference. In this case, we have
P (α) = δ(α), which results in PΩ(α;w) = Ω(α;w) ≥ 0.
In Fig. 1(b), we can see the nonclassical behavior of the
maximally singular distribution Pmax. Using the filter
method, this highly singular distribution transforms into
a regular phase-space function with clear negativities. In
contrast, the thermal state in Fig. 1(c) is described by a
classical probability density. For this state, a mean ther-
mal photon number n¯ = 1/2 was chosen as this represents
the state in Eq. (20). One can also see that the singu-
larities of the expansion of the thermal state in Eq. (27)
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FIG. 1. Regularized PΩ(α;w) functions (32), for the filter in
Eq. (34) with w = 2, are shown for (a) a vacuum state, (b) the
maximally singular GS distribution Pmax, (c) a thermal state
with n¯ = 1/2, and a squeezed state. For the squeezed state,
a squeezing parameter ξ = 1.4 is used and the antisqueezed
part is additionally depicted (dashed line).
are correctly converted into a regular and non-negative
phase-space function using the regularization (32).
Figure 1(d) shows the squeezed (solid) and anti-
squeezed (dashed) cuts of the filtered PΩ function of a
squeezed state in Eq. (29). The highest currently avail-
able squeezing level of roughly 12 dB (ξ = 1.4) was taken,
as it has been reported in the experiment [40]. At this
high squeezing level, we can observe that PΩ for the
squeezed part is very similar to the one of the maximally
singular phase-space distribution in Fig. 1(b). This visu-
alizes our earlier finding that Pmax can be approached by
squeezed states. Additionally note that an experimental
reconstruction of PΩ for a squeezed state was performed
in Refs. [17, 18].
It is worth pointing out that the technique of fil-
tered PΩ functions via non-Gaussian convolution kernels
clearly outperforms the s parametrization. More pre-
cisely, considering the discussion in Sec. III C, we have
seen that the s parametrization of Pmax either is a singu-
lar distribution (s > 0) or resembles a regular and non-
negative function (s < 0). Using the approach of non-
Gaussian filter functions, we can regularize Pmax and at
the same time identify its nonclassical behavior in terms
of negativities.
V. NONCLASSICALITY TESTS AND TEST
FUNCTIONS
So far, we considered the representation of a quantum
state of light, ρˆ, in terms of singular phase-space distri-
butions. However, only the expectation value of some
observables is experimentally accessible, e.g., in a nor-
mally ordered form,
〈:Fˆ :〉 = tr(ρˆ:Fˆ :) =
∫
d2αP (α)F (α), (35)
with F (α) = 〈α|:Fˆ :|α〉. For instance, it is useful to con-
sider measurable nonclassicality criteria to uncover the
nonclassicality of a quantum state. In particular, one
can study the negativity of normally ordered expecta-
tion values [8, 9]. Such nonclassicality criteria are usually
written as
0 > 〈:fˆ†fˆ :〉, (36)
for an arbitrary operator function fˆ depending on aˆ and
aˆ†. This means that we chose :Fˆ : = :fˆ†fˆ :. An expansion
of fˆ in a Taylor series yields the moment-based crite-
ria [24] or a Fourier expansion results in characteristic-
function-based criteria [23]. Even a combination of both
approaches is possible for a unified classification of non-
classicality [26]. Rewriting (36) in terms of the P distri-
bution, we get
0 > 〈:fˆ†fˆ :〉 =
∫
d2αP (α)|f(α)|2, (37)
where f(α) is the function that replaces all operators aˆ
and aˆ† in fˆ with α and α∗, respectively, or F (α) = |f(α)|2
in relation to Eq. (35). The resulting nonclassicality cri-
teria have been extensively studied; see, e.g., [2, 25]. In
addition, they have also been related to Hilbert’s 17th
problem [41].
As physical measurements should give a finite result,
|〈:Fˆ :〉| < ∞ in Eq. (35), we will focus on the possible
test functions F (α) from the distributional point of view.
In order to find such suitable test functions F (α), let
us apply our worst-case GS distribution in Eq. (13) to
Eq. (35):
〈:Fˆ :〉max =
∫
d2αPmax(α)F (α)
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1/2)n
n!
[∂nα∂
n
α∗F (α)]α=0 . (38)
It can be readily seen that the function F has to be a
smooth one. This means that all derivatives at one point
(here for α = 0 and via displacement for any α) have
to exist. This also relates to the properties of the fil-
ter function in Sec. IV. That a smooth function F (α) is
not sufficient will be studied in this final section along
with the formulation of sufficient restrictions to the set
of proper test functions.
A. More than analytic test functions
In order to apply the nonclassicality of a system via
inequality (36), it is therefore indispensable to identify
7the corresponding class of suitable test functions. For
this reason, let us consider the upper bound of the ex-
pectation value (38),
∣∣∣〈:Fˆ :〉max∣∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
n=0
(1/2)n
n!
|∂nα∂nα∗F (α)|α=0 . (39)
Note that this bound is tight, which can be seen for func-
tions with derivatives that have alternating signs, i.e.,
sign[∂nα∂
n
α∗F (α)|α=0] = (−1)n. It has been outlined in
many works (e.g., see the discussion presented in [38]
and the references therein) that the P distribution can
have singularities beyond tempered distributions. Thus,
a test function in the Schwartz space, i.e., a smooth and
rapidly decaying function [37], is not sufficient.
Let us consider analytic functions in the next step. In
contrast to smooth (derivatives of all orders exists), an
analytic function is smooth and the Taylor series con-
verges. Let us remember that F (α) is a function of the
two real parameters Reα and Imα (see also Appendix A
in this context). Equivalent to the definition of an ana-
lytic function, having a locally converging Taylor series,
one can also take the criterion in [42]. Here this crite-
rion applies as follows: For the neighborhood of α = 0
there exist non-negative constants M and C such that
the derivatives are bounded as
|∂mα ∂nα∗F (α)| ≤MCm+nm!n!, (40)
if and only if F is an analytic function. Inserting this
into inequality (39), we get
∣∣∣〈:Fˆ :〉max∣∣∣ ≤M ∞∑
n=0
n!
(
C2
2
)n
, (41)
which diverges for any C 6= 0, as one can see from Stir-
ling’s formula for the asymptotic approximation the fac-
torial, n! ∼ √2pin(n/e)n. Thus, the desired class of phys-
ical test functions, |〈:Fˆ :〉max| < ∞, has to be even more
regular than analytic functions.
In order to ensure the convergence in Eq. (39) and
to retrieve well-defined nonclassicality probes, F (α) =
|f(α)|2, let us formulate a class of proper test functions.
Taking the Taylor expansion
F (α) =
∞∑
m,n=0
[∂mα ∂
n
α∗F (α)]α=0
m!n!
αmα∗n (42)
into account, the criterion (40) for an analytic function
gives
|F (α)| ≤ M
(1− |α|C)2 . (43)
for α values with C|α| < 1 and applying ∑∞n=0 xn =
(1 − x)−1. To bound the right-hand side of (39), we
may proceed similarly to this idea for analytic functions.
Namely, we formulate the sufficient constraint that we
require the existence of a constant 0 ≤ C < 1 such that
|∂nα∂mα∗F (α)| ≤
(√
2C
)n+m√
n!m! (44)
in the neighborhood of α = 0 and for all orders of deriva-
tives m and n. In such a case, we can bound∣∣∣〈:Fˆ :〉max∣∣∣ ≤ 1
1− C2 . (45)
Moreover, in Appendix D it is shown that the Tay-
lor series (42) of our considered class of test functions,
which satisfy (44), converges for any α. Thus, the Tay-
lor series describes F (α) globally and not only in the
neighborhood of α = 0. This also confirms that the
expression in Eq. (38) is not only depending on local
properties of F (α). In addition to the finite derivative
scenario in Eq. (17), the Taylor series discussed here
completely describes the function. Again, this under-
lines that Pmax addresses global properties, which is in
contrast to distributions with a finite order of derivatives
of the Dirac δ distribution. The latter ones are the typ-
ically discussed examples in the context of singular GS
distributions. However, the general complexity of irreg-
ular distributions in quantum optics can be studied with
our maximally singular GS distribution Pmax.
Let us also mention that the constraint (44) is stronger
(more restrictive) than the constraint (40). Thus, the
family of test functions that fulfill the former conditions
are at least analytic and thus smooth functions. As final
remark, note that the functions F (α), satisfying condi-
tion (44), are certainly in the desired class of suited test
functions of GS distributions. However, there might be
other test functions that do not fulfill that requirement,
although any expectation value (35) for any GS distribu-
tion is finite. Thus, proving that condition (44) is also
necessary requires further investigation.
B. Outlook: Other types of singular behavior
In this work, we focused on the singular behavior of
the P distribution in terms of derivatives of the Dirac
δ distribution. However, one can define other notions
of singularities that are connected to other aspects of a
distribution that is applied to general test functions. Let
us consider such an example.
We may study a family of regular and classical P func-
tions. Those are
Pcl(α; t) =
t
pi
1
(1 + |α|2)1+t , (46)
for t > 0. The form of singularity considered here is given
by the asymptotic behavior
Pcl(α; t) ∼ t
pi
1
|α|2(1+t) (47)
8for large coherent amplitudes |α|  1. Let us compute
the expectation value of test functions f(α) being nth-
order polynomials. It is sufficient to consider monomials
F (α) = |f(α)|2 = |α|2n that yield (r = |α| and R 1)∫
d2αPcl(α; t)|α|2n =
∫ ∞
0
dr
2tr2n+1
(1 + r2)t+1
∼
∫ R
0
dr
2tr2n+1
(1 + r2)t+1
+ 2t
∫ ∞
R
dr
1
r2(t−n)+1
, (48)
where the latter asymptotic form takes a finite value if
t > n. For t ≤ n the integral diverges.
A nonclassical state with such a type of asymptotic
behavior is
Pncl(α; t) =
Pcl(α; t)−Ntδ(α)
1−Nt , (49)
with Nt =
∫
d2αPcl(α; t) exp(−|α|2). The state is
constructed in analogy to the discussion in Ref. [43].
The corresponding density operator ρˆ is diagonal in
the Fock basis [Pncl(α; t) does not depend on the
phase argα] and it has no vacuum contribution,
〈vac|ρˆ|vac〉 = 0. As for any classical state 〈vac|ρˆ|vac〉 =∫
d2αP (α) exp(−|α|2) > 0 holds, this is a nonclassical
state [43].
Let us briefly discuss these results. The given family of
states (46) and (49) cannot be completely characterized
by their moments, as most of them do not exist. Due to
their asymptotic behavior, these functions could also be
considered as singular distributions. In particular, the
example t = 1 is interesting from the physical point of
view. Quantum states that are described by this classi-
cal Cauchy-Lorentz distribution, t = 1 in Eq. (46), have
an infinite energy, because of an infinite photon number
[〈aˆ†aˆ〉 =∞, i.e., n = t = 1 in Eq. (48)]. Despite the fact
that the P function is a regular and classical one, they
cannot be generated by a realistic physical process with
a finite energy. Moreover, the nonclassicality of the state
in Eq. (49) for t = 1 cannot be confirmed with the matrix
of moments nonclassicality criteria [24]. Instead, its non-
classicality can be inferred, for example, with the non-
classicality tests in Ref. [23]. This means that the asymp-
totic behavior and the requirement of physical processes
for the state preparation gives another form of singular
behavior and restricts the set of possible distributions,
respectively.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a characterization of the singularities
of phase-space distributions has been performed with a
special emphasize on the maximally singular Glauber-
Sudarshan distribution. Different regular and irreg-
ular phase-space representations beyond the Glauber-
Sudarshan distribution have been studied. A sufficient
criterion for the dual space, i.e., the family of sufficiently
smooth test functions for identifying nonclassicality, has
been presented for this physically relevant class of dis-
tributions. This treatment is relevant from the funda-
mental point of view as singular distributions describe
many physically relevant scenarios in quantum optics.
From the experimental point of view, measurements with
experimentally generated quantum states are typically
described by singular Glauber-Sudarshan distributions,
e.g., squeezed or Fock states.
In this work, the general expansion of any quantum
state of light was considered in terms of distributions that
contain all orders of derivatives of the Dirac δ distribu-
tion. The difference between a finite order of derivatives
and an infinite order was elaborated. Namely, it was
shown that a finite order necessarily yields a nonclassi-
cal state, whereas an infinite order does not allow such a
conclusion, which was further supported with the exam-
ple of a thermal state. Hence, a statement that a highly
singular Glauber-Sudarshan distribution describes a non-
classical state is not always true.
A maximally singular Glauber-Sudarshan distribution
was established and its properties have been studied.
Along with other aspects, it was demonstrated that
such a distribution does not describe a quantum state
of light. However, it can be approached with, for ex-
ample, squeezed states for any fixed direction in phase
space. Thus, the maximally singular distribution can be
formally considered as a “state” with an infinite squeez-
ing in any phase-space direction, which violates the un-
certainty principle. We also showed that methods that
can regularize the singularities of this maximally singular
distribution are automatically applicable to any physical
quantum state of light. Therefore, this single maximally
singular distribution serves as a benchmark for any phys-
ical state.
Moreover, a suitable class of test functions (dual space
for the considered class of distributions) was derived. It
has been shown that such test functions have to be even
more regular than typically assumed to overcome the sin-
gularities of the Glauber-Sudarshan distribution. Finally,
other types of irregularities have been discussed.
Let us formulate some additional conclusions. The
Glauber-Sudarshan representation is a key notion in
quantum optics for discerning classical from nonclassical
light. Thus, it is required to have a profound knowledge
of the irregularities that might occur in this phase-space
distribution, e.g., for performing an experimental quan-
tum state reconstruction. In particular, the given simple
examples and counter-examples underline the fact that
an intuition of singularities might lead to incomplete or
even incorrect interpretations of the quantum nature of
the system under study. Thus, the present work might
lead to a deeper understanding of the nonclassical effects
in quantized radiation fields.
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Appendix A: Calculus with complex amplitudes
In quantum optics, we have a particular mathematical
analysis with coherent amplitudes α, where α is a com-
plex number that may be decomposed into its real part
x = (α + α∗)/2 and imaginary part p = (α − α∗)/(2i).
In order to avoid confusion with complex analysis and
for our rigorous analysis, let us recall some known but
important aspects of this treatment. For example, the
function |α|2 is not differentiable in complex analysis, but
in quantum optics we have: ∂α|α|2 = α∗ or ∂α∗ |α|2 = α.
We may identify a quantum optical function f(α) with
a function of two real-valued variables
f(α) = f2(x, p). (A1)
The Dirac δ distribution takes the form
δ(α− α0) = δ(x− x0)δ(p− p0), (A2)
with α0 = x0 + ip0. The derivatives can be written cor-
respondingly as
∂α =
1
2
(∂x − i∂p) and ∂α∗ = 1
2
(∂x + i∂p) , (A3)
which follows from Eq. (A1) or the identification f(α) =
f2([α + α
∗]/2,−i[α − α∗]/2). Furthermore, the Fourier
transform is∫
d2α f(α)eβα
∗−β∗α
=
∫
dxdp f2(x, p)e
i(2Imβ)xe−i(2Reβ)p,
(A4)
where we used d2α = dx dp. In the following we will
apply this formulation in terms of two real values rather
than the complex coherent amplitude. In this sense one
can see that, e.g., ∂α|α|2 = α∗ (∂α∗ |α|2 = α) is properly
retrieved.
Appendix B: Exponential Laplace operator
Throughout this work, we encountered derivatives of
the form ∂α∂α∗ . Such an operator can be identified with
the two-dimensional Laplace operator ∆x,p = ∂
2
x+∂
2
p , as
we have
∂α∂α∗f(α) =
1
4
∆x,pf2(x, p), (B1)
where we applied Eq. (A3). The operator −∆x,p is a
positive-semi-definite operator. From the bounded eigen-
functions, we get the non-negative eigenvalues
−∆x,peikxx−ikpp =
(
k2x + k
2
p
)
eikxx−ikpp, (B2)
with real values kx and kp [cf. also Eq. (A4)]. This means
that the exponential Laplace operator
e−4t∂α∂α∗ = e−t∆x,p (B3)
has for t > 0 (t < 0) the eigenvalues exp(t[k2x + k
2
p]),
which are greater (less) than one. For t = 0, one can
set exp(−t∆x,p) = 1. This means that the exponential
Laplace operator (B3) describes the identity for t = 0, a
contractive map for t < 0, and an expansive map for t >
0. Note that this relates to the classical or nonclassical
features of exp(−4t∂α∂α∗)δ(α) for different t values.
Further, let us formulate the P distribution of the
pure squeezed state with the characteristic function in
Eq. (30). The identification β = kx + ikp allows one to
compute
P (α) =
1
pi2
∫
dkxdkp exp (i[2Imα]kx − i[2Reα]kp)
× exp
(
−e
2ξ − 1
2
k2x +
1− e−2ξ
2
k2p
)
=
√
2
pi (e2ξ − 1) exp
(
−2[Imα]
2
e2ξ − 1
)
(B4)
× exp
(
−1− e
−2ξ
2
∂2Reα
4
)
δ(Reα). (B5)
In this form, the third line (B4) represents the anti-
squeezed direction Imα, which is described by a regular
Gaussian distribution, and the fourth line (B5) corre-
sponds to the squeezed direction Reα, which resembles
an exponential second derivative of the one-dimensional
Dirac δ distribution.
Appendix C: Analytic filtered P function for
Gaussian states
For the considered considered in Fig 1, let us derive
analytic expressions for the filtered and regular phase-
space representation PΩ(α;w). In a compact form, the
definition reads [16]
PΩ(α;w) =
1
N
∫
d2β eβ
∗α−βα∗Φ(β)
×
∫
d2β0 ω(β/w + β0)ω(β0)
∗,
with N =pi2
∫
d2β0 |ω(β0)|2.
(C1)
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Let us take the first example of a function ω that was
proposed in Ref. [16]: ω(β) = 1 for −1/2 ≤ Reβ ≤ 1/2
and −1/2 ≤ Imβ ≤ 1/2, and otherwise ω(β) = 0. This
yields
∫
d2β0 ω(β+β0)ω(β0)
∗ = tri(Reβ)tri(Imβ), where
the triangular function is given by
tri(x) =

0 for x ≤ −1,
1 + x for −1 ≤ x ≤ 0,
1− x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
0 for 1 ≤ x.
(C2)
IN particular, this is a real-valued function with tri(0) =
1 and tri(−x) = tri(x). Moreover, the examples of Gaus-
sian characteristic functions can be written as
Φ(β) = exp
(−λx2 − κp2) , (C3)
with x = Reβ, p = Imβ, and real numbers κ and λ. Note
that a displacement and rotations in phase space could
also be included. Now, Eq. (C1) reduces to
PΩ(α;w) =
∫
dx
pi
e2i(Imα)x−λx
2
tri
( x
w
)
×
∫
dp
pi
e2i(−Reα)p−κp
2
tri
( p
w
)
.
(C4)
We may evaluate the following function:
T (y; g) =
∫
dz
pi
e2iyz−gz
2
tri(z) (C5)
=Re
[
2
pi
∫ 1
0
dz e−gz
2+2iyz(1− z)
]
=Re
[
e−g+2iy − 1
pig
+
e−y
2/g
√
pig
g − iy√
g
(
erf
[
g − iy√
g
]
− erf
[
− iy√
g
])]
for real values y and g. The error function is defined as
erf(x) =
2√
pi
x∫
0
dt e−t
2
=
2√
pi
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nx2n+1
n!(2n+ 1)
(C6)
and it has the properties
erf(x) = −erf(−x) = erf(x∗)∗ (C7)
for every complex number x. For the specific choice g =
0, we have
T (y; 0) =
1
pi
[
sin(y)
y
]2
. (C8)
Further, the argument y = 0 yields
T (0; g) =Re
[
e−g − 1
pig
+
erf(
√
g)√
pig
]
. (C9)
Finally, we can express Eq. (C4) in an analytic form
PΩ(α;w) = w
2T (wImα;w2λ)T (−wReα;w2κ). (C10)
Appendix D: Convergence radius of test functions
The Taylor series (42) of a function that satisfies (44)
has a radius of convergence R = ∞. To show this, we
may compute
|F (α)| ≤
∞∑
m,n=0
(
√
2C)m+n√
m!n!
|α|m+n =
∞∑
k=0
ck|α|k, (D1)
with ck =
k∑
n=0
(
√
2C)k√
(k − n)!n! , (D2)
where we substituted m + n = k. Note that ck ≥ 0. To
get the radius of convergence R ≥ 0, one can apply the
root test by Cauchy
1
R
= lim
k→∞
sup
l≥k
c
1/l
l
=
√
2C lim
k→∞
sup
l≥k
[
l∑
n=0
1√
(l − n)!n!
]1/l
. (D3)
The inner sum can be interpreted as a 1-norm of an l-
dimensional vector x, which is bounded by the 2-norm via
‖x‖1 ≤
√
l‖x‖2. Thus, using 2l =
∑l
n=0 l!/(n!(l − n)!),
we can write the upper bound
1
R
≤
√
2C lim
k→∞
sup
l≥k
[√
l2l
l!
]1/l
= 2C lim
k→∞
sup
l≥k
[
1
(l − 1)!
]1/(2l)
= 0, (D4)
where [(l − 1)!]−1/(2l) is a monotonically decreasing se-
quence with the limit 0. Therefore, we have 1/R ≤ 0,
which means that the radius of convergence is R =∞.
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